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The real value of innovation
and disruption
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Disruption has the power to make or break a business. Innovative organizations who embrace it and execute accordingly will
triumph, and those who fear it will be left in the shadows of their competitors.
When disruption happens in an industry, businesses that are not involved start to panic. Tensions run high. Urgent ‘action’
meetings get scheduled, resulting in the creation of Innovation Councils or Disruption Centres of Excellence.

Hatching the next big idea
Companies start off taking the right actions – funding
innovation labs, establishing digital factories, seeking
partnerships with startups – all in effort to produce the next
best idea. These initiatives and activities are necessary to drive
innovation. But something interesting often happens next:

nothing.
Momentum then slows down. Some companies have more
tenacity and persistence than others and invest in
additional cycles but many end in the same place:

nowhere.
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It feels like groundhog day
Operating in innovation and disruption mode with no immediate results can lead to disappointed
leaders and frustrated teams. Out of this disruption overload, positive patterns can be identified as
part of this innovation cycle.
•
•
•

Resources (effort + money) are available for these initiatives
Even companies that don’t see themselves as innovative are able produce revolutionary ideas
Participating team members harness their creative, artistic, bold and disruptive minds

If every company is capable of being innovative, why do we often see limited value?
We describe this cycle using this simple formula: Value = Innovation + (Disruption)2

=0

Two important considerations:
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Innovation and disruption are different.
Innovation is the next improved step for a
company, product or service. Disruption is about
discovering new ways of delivering services and
new business models. It feels uncomfortable but
comes with greater reward. That’s how we see
value exponentially grow with disruption, while
innovation adds value on a more linear basis.

Both processes should be uncomfortable
but valuable.
Ask anyone involved in an innovation or
disruption initiative how they feel and comfort
won’t likely be top of mind. Both processes are
meant to make everyone feel uncomfortable
so they can come up with new solutions to a
problem. How can you ensure the experience is
valuable to your organization?
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The secret ingredient to success:
Execution
A great idea is only as good as its potential to be successfully
executed. Execution is the multiplier of value. In fact,
companies that execute well on a few good innovations are
more powerful than those who have plenty of great ideas but
no plan of how to execute them.

Value = Innovation + (Disruption) x Execution
2
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Driving strategy
to execution
Changes creating new opportunities for innovation can be found both within and outside the organization. Your company
should be continuously learning new ways to respond to these changes. The things that made a company successful can be the
very things holding it back from succeeding in a disrupted market. Strong visionary leadership is critical.
DRIVERS OF CHANGE

Internal
Capabilities
Resources
Inventions
Dissatisfaction
Desire

External
Customers
Competitors
Investors
Technology
Government

Optimization is not
transformation
Some corporations striving to innovate often end
up optimizing. Ideas identified as optimization ideas
shouldn’t be part of your innovation/disruption
initiative, but rather part of the operations activities.
Traditional IT is an example of that. While they have
refined their service offerings over the years, focusing
on cost reduction and/or containment, they’ve often
neglected innovation investments. This results in
playing catch up to their business partners who push
innovation and modernization initiatives as a core part
of their strategy.
The relationship between IT and the business must
expand beyond people, process, technology to also
include those business drivers of change. This shift
requires IT to partner with the business to challenge
not just collaborate.

Strateg
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Adding Value: Paving the
path to successful innovation
1

Encourage innovation
Be sure to capture all ideas being produced by your organization no matter how bold, crazy, ridiculous, irrational.
Regularly capturing ideas and encouraging employees to share ways to make the company better is important.
At Microsoft, we run global Hack-a-thons that foster innovation at all levels of the organization, across roles and
regions.
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Picking the winning ideas
Choosing the best ideas is the most important step in the
process. Good ideas are not enough. There are no set
rules that predict what ideas will be the transformative
ideas of the future, no recipe for disruption that will apply
to every organization in every industry. Organizations
should evaluate their innovation ideas on whether they
are truly disruptive innovations that have potential to
change the industry landscape. Think about:
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How is this idea aligned to a strategic objective?
• Disruptive ideas are big ideas - focus your energy and
experimentation on the big ideas
• Disruptive ideas should not feel 100% comfortable
• Disruptive ideas should address competitive pressures
• Disruptive ideas should be aligned to benefit from
“big trends”
Using these criteria as a selection filter will help to
evaluate which ideas to follow and to pilot as initiatives
and which have the potential to drive disruption.
•

Test, repeat
Plan to experiment and test some projects. Innovation is a journey, not a destination. It’s a continuous cycle in which
sometimes the organization will win and others will lose. Every iteration of innovation is an opportunity to learn more
about the organization’s vision, capabilities and what they need to do right to get there.
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Execution
makes or breaks
innovation
It is imperative to step out of the deterministic (quantitative) expectation
of innovation and balance it with a probabilistic (qualitative) approach.
Following a framework to balance these two aspects of innovation can
help you to move into execution mode.
Organizations look for their innovation behemoth and start executing
on the most disruptive idea. This is ok if you’re aware these ideas have
higher risk and little probability of return. Pulling it off also means you
become the next big thing. Most of the disruptions in the market today
like Uber or Airbnb and even Facebook were not overnight successes.
They are the result of compounded executions at the optimization and
innovation level.
Remember how the market questioned who would want a PC in their
home or a computer in their phone? Or who’d watch movies over the
internet? Who would buy all they need over the Internet? Well… look at
us now.

Is your organization
ready to execute?
Learn more on how Microsoft Services and solutions can help your organization innovate and disrupt.
Connect with us on Twitter.
Contact Microsoft Services Canada
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Microsoft Services empowers organizations
to accelerate the value imagined and
realized from their digital experiences.

Imagine.
Realize.
Experience.
microsoft.ca/services
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